Perry‐Lecompton Insurance for iPads
PLHS is offering our self‐insurance policy for students in our 1:1 program with iPads. A payment of $20 (per device per year) will
cover any non‐warrantied coverage that may occur during the 2021‐2022 school year. Your child is agreeing to keep the iPad in the
supplied case and to always close the cover when not in use or when transporting the device. The policy provides coverage
against accidental damage. Accidental damage is defined as an unexpected and unintentional external event, resulting in physical
damage to the insured equipment. Examples of accidental damage include, but are not limited to drops, falls, collisions, and liquid
spills. The item is covered on/off school property, at home or traveling. We DO NOT cover theft or loss. While device is being
repaired, a “loaner” device will be provided for student use.
Coverage for Multiple Incidents
While lightning rarely strikes twice, accidents sometimes do. That's why we've got your back even if something goes wrong
… again.

$25 dollar deductible first claim


$75 dollar deductible second claim



Full cost of repair third claim.

What does the insurance plan cover?


Drops ‐ From cracked screens to broken internal parts, we cover the big damage that can come from even the
smallest falls.



Antenna/Wi‐Fi Failure ‐ If your iPad can't get a signal where others can, there might be a problem with the
antenna. No worries, you're covered.



Spills ‐ Doesn't matter if it's one splash, one spill, or full immersion in a swimming pool—we've got you covered.



Broken Dock Connector Port ‐ If you need to wiggle the power cord or hold the cable in place to get a charge, it might be
the port, not the cable. If so, we've got you covered. (This insurance does NOT cover the charger or cable.)



All Mechanical or Electrical Failures ‐ We cover complex internal parts that can fail during normal use, even years after
your purchase.



Touchscreen Failure ‐ We cover broken touchscreen digitizers, which can result in a display that looks active but
doesn’t respond to touch commands.



Display Failure ‐ We cover dead pixels, white lines, or total blackouts that can make an LCD screen unusable.



Won't Power On ‐ You're covered if your iPad stops turning on or its battery stops holding a charge (50% or more)
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